HASH CAPITAL GUIDELINES
We’re online recruiter for a crypto currency firm, where we operate as an account manager and part
of my job is enlighten and introduce individuals to Bitcoin trade. My job description is to generate
profit between active trading accounts which you’ll be required to set up one.
Interested trader are taught on how trade and necessary procedures to take on how to start earning a
passive income weekly or monthly pending on what plan you decide to opt into. It’s a lucrative way
of making profit from home with the help of network signal, other social media platform and your
trade account dashboard It’s not expensive to operate if you can endeavor to open a verified trade
account with the company.
Here is a total summary on my program, we run a Trade4me program where we help interested
individuals trade and also manage accounts with the help of our sophisticated machines to auto
predict whether the price of the market will go up or down my trading is 95% accurate
How it works;
•

Setting up a trade account for you, which would require your vial information

• With your verified funded accounts, trading starts and your account is monitored with my auto
algorithm software 24hours a day in 7day of the month.
•

Identification means is needed to verify your account

•

Profit starts running as you trade with a genuine trade system

•

Make profit withdrawal to your Bitcoin wallet or bank account if need so be it is optional.

•

Decision to opt in for another trade cycle is also available

How to invest:
•
Make investment of a certain amount of money, then you get a certain percentage, (note
percentage aren’t fixed and it directly dependent on how long you are investing).
•
Get instructions from us on how to invest and trade with an active trading account in
achieving daily profit.
The company strategy works with dynamic software called the TC software, were we will trade for
you and share profit at 20% and 80%, you will be 80% and the company takes 20%.
So why not sign up and activate your live trading account so we can get started in a stock trade at
once.
Details: www.hash-capital.com is the best trading platform we recommend for anyone at the trade
market. A possible earning of $5,000 daily on an initial investment can be achieved (minimum
investment) with $1000 for starters.
All you have to do now is click on the company address were you get registered now and have a
verified live trading account.
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